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Introduction
In SWIFT Academies each school has their own devolved Safeguarding Policy. This policy should
be read in conjunction with these documents and any associated documents as listed within the
Safeguarding Policy. It should also be read in conjunction with the PHSE (including SRE) Policies
of each school. (sometimes called PHSRE)
The Education (Independent School Standards) Regulations 2016 (last updated 2019)
Independent schools (including academies and free schools) must meet the Spiritual, Moral,
Social and Cultural (SMSC) development standard set out in the Education (Independent School
Standards) (England) Regulations 2014. A commitment to make changes to strengthen the
SMSC standard was included in the Government’s Prevent strategy to ensure that schools:
•
•
•

encourage pupils to respect specified fundamental British values;
do not promote extremist views, or partisan political views, through their curriculum and/or
teaching, and
offer pupils a balanced presentation of views when political issues are brought to their
attention.

The following definitions drawn from DfE Advice for Improving the Spiritual, Moral, Social and
Cultural Development of Pupils are referred to in this policy:
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•

Partisan - in a case relating to the alleged promotion of partisan political views in
maintained schools1 the judge considered that the best synonym for "partisan" was "onesided".

•

Political views – views expressed for a political purpose.

•

A political purpose is either directly or indirectly:
•

to further the interests of a particular political party; or

•

to procure changes to the laws of this or another country; or

•

to procure the reversal of government policy or of particular decisions of
governmental authorities in this or another country.

Dimmock v Secretary of State for Education Skills
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Improving the Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural (SMSC) Development of Pupils details how
the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of pupils are met by:
(a) actively promoting the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law,

individual liberty, and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and
beliefs;
(b) ensuring that principles are actively promoted which:

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

enable pupils to develop their self-knowledge, self-esteem and self-confidence;
enable pupils to distinguish right from wrong and to respect the civil and criminal
law of England;
encourage pupils to accept responsibility for their behaviour, show initiative and
understand how they can contribute positively to the lives of those living and
working in the locality in which the school is situated and to society more widely;
enable pupils to acquire a broad general knowledge of and respect for public
institutions and services in England;
further tolerance and harmony between different cultural traditions by enabling
pupils to acquire an appreciation of and respect for their own and other cultures;
encourage respect for other people, paying particular regard to the protected
characteristics set out in the Equality 2010 Act; and
encourage respect for democracy and support for participation in the
democratic process, including respect for the basis on which the law is made
and applied in England;

(c) precluding the promotion of partisan political views in the teaching of any subject in the

school; and
(d) taking such steps as are reasonably practicable to ensure that where political issues

are brought to the attention of pupils:
i.
ii.
iii.

while they are in attendance at the school,
while they are taking part in extra-curricular activities which are provided or
organised by or on behalf of the school, or
in the promotion at the school, including through the distribution of promotional
material, of extra-curricular activities taking place at the school or elsewhere,
they are offered a balanced presentation of opposing views.

Improving the Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural Development of Pupils
Guidance given by the Department for Education (DfE) for Improving the Spiritual, Moral, Social
and Cultural (SMSC) Development of Pupils, details how political views are handled. The
standard for SMSC is to prevent the political indoctrination of pupils through the curriculum.
The aim is not to prevent pupils from being exposed to political views or from discussing political
issues in school but pupils should not be actively encouraged by teachers or others to support
particular political viewpoints.
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Concepts such as democracy and the historical development of the political process in society
cannot be meaningfully taught without reference to political belief and practice, and the use of
concrete examples is normally helpful in promoting understanding. Teaching staff will not exploit
pupils’ vulnerability by seeking to convince them that a particular political position is necessarily
correct, or by trying to impose their own views on pupils. Such action may amount to a breach of
Part 2 of the Teachers’ Standards on personal and professional conduct, in particular:
•

not undermining fundamental British values, including democracy, the rule of law,
individual liberty and mutual respect, and tolerance of those with different faiths and
beliefs

•

ensuring that personal beliefs are not expressed in ways which exploit pupils’
vulnerability or might lead them to break the law.

The Trust will ensure that teachers are aware of the standards applying to them.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6655
22/Teachers_standard_information.pdf

Although the Trust does not preclude the presentation of controversial political viewpoints to
pupils, schools and individual teachers should ensure that views are not promoted which are
inconsistent with the requirements of any other part of the SMSC development of pupils (for
example views which are derogatory of particular ethnic groups or faiths, or which are actively in
opposition to the fundamental British values).
If a member of staff wishes to use an external speaker to talk to the pupils the school will vet
them in case they hold views which go against the requirements of any part of the SMSC
standard, and if still used, the school will ensure that the content of their presentation is agreed
beforehand. See Appendix 1 and 2 for detailed guidance.
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Appendix 1
Procedure for Organising an Event with an External Speaker
The organiser will conduct a short check into all potential speakers using an open source check:
searching the speaker and any organisation the speaker is affiliated with, on a suitable Search
Engine and look at the first three pages of results. They will then repeat the search with
‘controversy’ added to the search terms.
If the speaker has a history of, or has in the past been accused of:
• Inciting hatred, violence or calling for the breaking of the law;
• Insulting or making derogatory remarks to other faiths or groups;
• Using threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour;

Then the details for the booking will to be sent to the schools’ Single Point of Contact (SPOC) /
Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL), for further investigation and guidance. The event will not
go ahead as planned.
If no issues are identified, then the event/ speaker will proceed with event confirmation.
Reasons for details to be shared with SPOC/ DSL may include but are not limited to any of the
following:
•

any person or group on/or linked to the UK Government list of proscribed terrorist
organisations talks by organisations generally considered to be extremist by Home Office,
Cleveland & Durham Police, and related organisations

•

a speaker who is known to have spoken previously at another institution on a topic that
has caused fear or intimidation of students or staff

•

a speaker accepted in mainstream as being highly controversial

•

a speaker known to/or likely to cause harm to a specific group of staff or students

•

a link or links, to any person or group that has, in those Google listings, been connected
with any controversy of a negative or positive nature.

•

a speaker who has significant profile and attracts a following that could create crowd
control and health and safety issues.

A booking form at Annex 1 will be emailed to external speakers or completed by the organiser.
Annex 1
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External Speakers Policy Form
This form should be completed by any member of staff or student wishing to bring an external
speaker into school. It is not to stop such a person coming to speak. It is instead to ensure that
the correct arrangements can be put in place to allow such an event to take place safely.
All forms must be submitted by email – (email address added here) - 14 days prior to the planned
date of the event, and one form must be submitted for each speaker wishing to attend.
Name of Activity/ Group: ........................................................................................................
Name of Organiser: ................................................................................................................
Contact Email: ........................................................................................................................
Contact Telephone Number: ..................................................................................................
Event details – please see attached Policy Notes
Name of Speaker: ................................................
Date of Event: ......................................................
Title of Event: ..............................................................
Planned Event Venue: ..........................................
Speaker details:
Please give as much detail as possible. Please include information about the speaker’s position
and organisations they’re affiliated with, the subject they will be speaking about and any other
information you think we need to be aware of.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
The organiser should ensure that the School’s guidance notes, attached to this booking form,
are passed to the speaker and that they fully understand the implications contained therein.
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Office Use Only
Authorised By (Educational Visits Coordinator) : ..............................................
Signed: ............................................
Date: ............................................
Approved By (Member of Safeguarding Team) : ..............................................
Signed: ............................................
Date: ............................................
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Appendix 2
Visiting Speakers Agreement
Thank you for agreeing to come visit our school, we appreciate the contribution you make.
At Swift Academies we understand the importance of visitors and external agencies to enrich the
experiences of our students.
In order to safeguard our children we expect all visiting speakers to read and adhere to the
statements below. (please tick)
Any messages communicated to students are consistent with the
ethos of the school and do not marginalise any communities, groups
or individuals
Any messages communicated to students do not seek to glorify
criminal activity or violent extremism or seek to radicalise students
through extreme or narrow views of faith, religion or culture or other
ideologies
Activities are properly embedded in the curriculum and clearly mapped
to schemes of work to avoid contradictory messages or duplication.
Activities are matched to the needs of students

Visitors will also be accompanied by a member of staff at all times

Any messages communicated to students support British Values and
our school values

Name: ……………………………………………..
Signature: ………………………………………..
Date: ……………………………………………….
Please return to: ………………………………...
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